Phrases Fill In

A phrase is a group of related words used as a single part of speech. A phrase can act as an adjective to describe a noun.

DIRECTIONS: Fill in the blanks in each sentence below with appropriate adjective phrases.

EXAMPLE: She loved him because he was a man _________________.
She loved him because he was a man of honor.
The phrase “of honor” is used as an adjective.

1. Students ___________________________ usually do well.
2. Dogs __________________________ should go to obedience school.
3. The weather __________________________ has been terrible.
4. People ____________________________ are extremely rude.
5. That desk ___________________________ looks nice in the kitchen.
6. The weather ___________________________ defies belief.
7. The gift ___________________________ is from me.
8. Computers ___________________________ are the easiest to transport.
9. Those scissors ___________________________ belong to me.
10. ___________________________ , she agreed to his proposal.
11. She missed her parents, ___________________________.
12. That song ___________________________ reminds me of you.